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Calver Lunren

Calver Lunren is a player character played by Dervicus.

Calver Lunren

Species & Gender: Human Male
Date of Birth: YE 15
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Star Army Technician

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Description

6' 11'' tall, dark blonde hair, blue eyes. Lean frame, cybernetics add some bulk. Some subdermal
cybernetics add glowing patters under skin. Often has stubble, with a sharp jawline.
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Personality

Somewhat easygoing. Prone to frustration, but generally level-headed. Occasionally drifts off task, but
mostly efficient and focused. Calver largely keeps to himself, but sometimes gets lonely. He has no issue
when working with a competent team, but is quickly frustrated by those unwilling to learn or cooperate.

History

Calver Lunren was born in YE 15. He was separated from his parents as a result of a pirate raid, their
fates unknown. He took up work from a young age helping keep stock of a ship port, often running
messages between the station's crew.

He began training with firearms early, in the case of pirates assaulting the station. Consistent physical
activity gave him a decent amount of core strength. However, a later machinery incident left him
limbless. His adoptive father Glin was able to get funding for a cybernetics doctor to come and grant him
his current cybernetic limbs. As a side effect of the medicinal drugs taken during this process, he
experienced slightly accelerated growth, leaving him noticeably taller than average.

Social Connections

Calver Lunren is connected to: Glin Kinnero

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills

Communications

Fluent in Yamataigo and Trade.

Combat

Given that he knows how to operate a weapon, he is quite adept with firearms of many makes and sizes.
His cybernetics make handling heavier weapons a trivial matter.

Mechanics

Calver is well versed in the repair of damaged systems, with a specialization in starship repair.
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Inventory & Finance

Calver Lunren has the following items:

Cyborg limbs! Broken pistol He's not super poor? man idk enough about the world to say yet

OOC Information

In the case Dervicus becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Calver Lunren
Character Owner Dervicus
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Current Location Fort Victory Reserve Center
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
SAOY Entry Year YE 39
DOR Year YE 39
Orders Orders
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